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consumer pressure has been unambiguous. Given the
robustness of our results, we will be relatively brief in
our response
Petraitis and Dudgeon (hereafter P&D) object to the
of our experiments on the Damariscotta River
design
DO ALTERNATESTABLE COMMUNIbecause physical conditions varied between our mussel
TY STATES EXIST IN THE GULF OF
bed and algal-canopy sites. However, we attempted to
MAINE ROCKY INTERTIDALZONE?
choose mussel bed and algal-canopy sites that were as
similar as we could find in terms of physical conditions.
REPLY
We tried to avoid sites with extreme physical conditions
to maximize detecting the presence of stochastic alternative states. The mussel bed and algal-canopy sites
Mark D. Bertness,1,3 Geoffrey C. Trussell,2
we chose, however, did indeed differ in abiotic paramPatrick J. Ewanchuk,2 and Brian R. Silliman'
eters (i.e., flow rates) and that is part of the problem.
In the vast majority of habitat in the Damariscotta RivWe appreciate the opportunity to reply to Petraitis
er, one observes a tight correlation between these two
and Dudgeon (2004)'s comments on our recent paper
community types and flow rate, and it is this correlation
examining the hypothesis that mussel beds and seaweed that seems to be the
major arbiter of the determinism
canopies on Gulf of Maine rocky shores represent sto- we have found. We have been unable to find shoreline
chastic alternative community states. While they have
habitat having strictly identical flow conditions yet
made some constructive comments, we remain highly
with a different community type. Although such places
confident that in the systems we have studied commay exist in the Gulf of Maine, we have not observed
munity recovery from disturbance is highly deterministic and strongly driven by consumer control. In our them. If they do exist, they seem to be remarkably rare.
P&D also argue that we did not use large enough
study, we have asked if mussel bed/seaweed canopy
to trigger a state change. It is true that we
clearings
alternative states currently exist in the Gulf of Maine
did
not
use
the largest patch sizes used by P&D, but
(Bertness et al. 2002, Bertness et al. 2003), while they
have simply asked if they are possible (Petraitis and we did feel that we used a large enough patch size to
Latham 1999, Petraitis and Dudgeon 1999). These are detect stochasticity in the system. The 9-m2 patches we
used were at the threshold they have previously sugvery different questions, and their criticism of our work
fails to recognize this difference. Our experiments have gested would lead to stochastic changes. How big is
utilized multiple sites (>30 sites) in two different rocky big enough? or perhaps more importantly, How comshore environments (open coast and tidal rivers), and mon are 9-m2 patches (or larger) in the Gulf of Maine?
the consistency in community recovery in relation to Although ice scour may be important in the northern
Gulf of Maine, and more so in the Saint Lawrence
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Maine on the open coast seems negligible. Indeed, none
'Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, of us have observed such large patch formation by any
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disturbance agent in the more than 20 years that we
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have
been working in the Gulf of Maine. In tidal rivers,
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patch formation by ice can be important to mussel bed
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habitatsbecause ice concentratesas it passes through
the constrictions where mussel beds are found. But
again patch sizes on the order of 9-m2 or larger are
very rare. The impact of ice on river algal canopies
also appearsrathernegligible when comparedto the
patch sizes being discussed as part of ecological experiments.Even after the harshwinter last year when
muchof the northernsection of the DamariscottaRiver
was completely frozen, we observed no large patch
generation.And when ice does impactalgal canopies,
it usually does so by giving plants a haircut,leaving
the holdfast intact. So while our patchesmay not have
been "large enough," we are left wondering what
agents could create patches of such size, and, if they
do exist, how importantare they on ecological time
scales. In the central and southernGulf of Maine it
seems thatdisturbancesof such magnitudeare exceedingly uncommon.
Despite the poor dispersal ability of Ascophyllum,
colonization of large disturbancesis not impossible,
but can take time. On the DamariscottaRiver we have
documentedAscophyllumrecruitmentto the perimeter
of large bare patches and over time (4-5 years) to the
center of large disturbances.Even in extremely large
disturbances(however rare) such as those used by
P&D, we suspectthatAscophyllumwill eventuallycolonize them. If this were not the case, it would be difficultto explainwhy denseAscophyllumcanopiesdominate low-flow environmentsin tidal rivers. If largescale ice scour is important,andAscophyllumwas not
able to recolonize these disturbances,then these habitats should be mosaics of seaweed canopy,barnacles,
and mussels.
P&D arguethatour usage of pressexperiments(caging) in additionto pulse experiments(patchformation)
is inappropriateto test for stochastic alternativecommunity states. While this may violate some strict interpretationsof theory, we suggest that theory may
warrantsome reconsideration.By not experimentally
examiningthe role of consumersin these systems, one
ignores a fundamentalaspect of their naturalhistory.
Such criticisms also have rightly been made of experiments examining the link between species diversity
andecosystem functionwithoutconsideringthe role of
consumers (see Duffy 2002, Paine 2002). That consumers impactcommunitystructurein numeroushabitat types cannot be disputed, particularlyon rocky
shores,andto ignoretheirrole in communitydynamics
duringrecoveryfrom disturbancewill not provideany
meaningfulinsights into how these dynamicsunfold.
Ourexperimentsclearedlargeplots of all spaceholders and followed recoveryin these patchesjust as P&D
have done. In addition to following naturalrecovery,
we followed caged, cage-control,and control plots to
assess the impactof consumerson recovery.Ourcaged
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plots accurately forecasted how recovery has progressed in uncaged areas associated with crack-andcrevice refuges from consumers.We acknowledgethat
cage artifactscan be problematicin some habitats,but
stronglydefendthe prudentuse of consumer-exclusion
cages as a methodto understandthe role of consumers
in communityrecovery.
P&D also criticize the statisticalanalysis of our experiments,statingthatwe shouldhave used a split-plot
or partiallynested design. In particular,they suggest
thatsites shouldbe nestedwithinhabitattypes andthat
caging treatmentsshouldbe groupedwithin the patchsize treatment.These are fair points, especially concerningthe nestingof sites, but we disagreethatissues
regardingour caging treatmentsare as black and white
as they state. When analyzingthe experiment,we reasoned that caging treatmentswithin patch treatments
could be viewed as independentbecause we observed
nothingto suggest thattherewere correlatedresponses
amongcaging treatments.Whenplacing our cages, we
did our best to do so randomlywhile at the same time
trying to make sure thatthey were not too close to one
anotheror the edge of our patches. In addition,recovery within our plots not associated with our caging
treatmentswas quite heterogeneous,especially in areas
having lots of cracks and crevices. Hence, the amount
of heterogeneityin recovery outside of caging treatments was much greaterand seemed to have little to
do with what was occurring inside our caging treatments and open control plots. For these reasons, we
consideredthe caging treatmentsto be orthogonal.
P&D suggest a split-plotanalysisfor our experiment
and point out thatthis analysis can also be confounded
by autocorrelationproblems.Nevertheless,we have reanalyzedourdatawith the analysis(option2 in Petraitis
and Dudgeon 2004) they suggest. The results of this
analysis, despite being more conservativecomparedto
our original analysis, producedremarkablysimilarresults except thatpatch-sizeeffects andinteractionswith
patch size became more significantfor mussel percent
cover.Regardlessof the analysis used, our resultswere
unambiguous;removingconsumersresultedin the rapid recovery of the original community (both mussel
beds and algal canopies) within 2-3 years regardless
of patch size. We believe in the importanceof proper
statistics, which is why we have explored P&D's suggestions, but we also thinkthat a sound understanding
of the naturalhistory of one's study system is just as
important.We will let readersjudge our results for
themselves.
Perhapsthe most importantissue in this debate is
the question being asked. We have asked explicitly,
"Do alternativecommunitystates exist in these systems?" This is differentthanasking "Canthey exist?"
We suspect that they can, but if they do, they exist in
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a very narrow subset of the environments that are typical of rocky shores in the Gulf of Maine. In our numerous collective years of work on tidal rivers and the
open coast of the Gulf of Maine, we have failed to
observe the presence of mussel beds or Ascophyllum
canopies that were not tightly correlated with high and
low water movement, respectively (Bertness et al.
2002, 2003). Although mussel bed/algal canopy alternative community states are theoretically possible, evidence indicating that they currently exist under the
same environmental conditions is entirely lacking. We
challenge P&D to provide credible evidence that mussel bed/algal canopy alternative community states are
not only theoretically possible, but that they currently
exist in the Gulf of Maine under the same environmental conditions. Reference to John Lewis' work is
misleading. Lewis (1964) was talking about British
shores, not North American shores. On British shores
Ascophyllum is not the habitat-dominating seaweed it
is in New England.
We suggest that a better approach to understanding
the relative importance of stochastically determined alternative community states is not to demonstrate that
they are possible, but to identify the conditions when
and where they can occur and how common they are.
To date, our work suggests that Ascophyllum-canopy
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and mussel bed communities in the Gulf of Maine are
generally deterministic, consumer-driven states, rather
than stochastic alternative community states. We suspect that if stochastically determined Ascophyllum canopy/mussel bed alternative states exist, they are exceedingly rare.
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